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Score higher in your business statistics course? Easy.Business statistics is a common course
for business majors and MBA candidates. It examines common data sets and the proper way to
use such information when conducting research and producing informational reports such as
profit and loss statements, customer satisfaction surveys, and peer comparisons.Business
Statistics For Dummies tracks to a typical business statistics course offered at the
undergraduate and graduate levels and provides clear, practical explanations of business
statistical ideas, techniques, formulas, and calculations, with lots of examples that shows you
how these concepts apply to the world of global business and economics.Shows you how to use
statistical data to get an informed and unbiased picture of the marketServes as an excellent
supplement to classroom learningHelps you score your highest in your Business Statistics
courseIf you're studying business at the university level or you're a professional looking for a
desk reference on this complicated topic, Business Statistics For Dummies has you covered.

From the Inside FlapLearn to:Grasp the core concepts and principles of business statisticsMake
sense of problems and processes common to the world of global business and economicsScore
your highest in your business statistics courseMake sound business decisions and produce
powerful reportsBusiness Statistics For Dummies tracks to a typical business statistics course
and offers clear, practical explanations of statistical ideas, techniques, formulas, and
calculations. Many real-life examples show how these concepts apply to the world of global
business and economics. If you're studying business at the university level or you're a
professional looking for a desk reference on this complicated topic, Business Statistics For
Dummies has you covered.Statistics 101 — get an introduction to probability, sampling
techniques and sampling distributions, and drawing conclusions from dataPictures tell the story
— find out how to use several types of charts and graphs to visualize the most important
properties of a data setTake the pain out of probability — discover the lowdown on generating
outcomes, types of probabilities, and rules of probabilityHave confidence — draw conclusions
from samples with the confidence interval, testing hypotheses about population means, analysis
of variance, and testing hypotheses about population variancesOpen the book and find:The use
of statistics in daily lifeSampling techniques and sampling distributionsMethods for finding the
mean of a data setBinomial, geometric, and Poisson distributionsThe scoop on t-
distributionRegression analysis and forecastingErrors that arise in statistical analysisKey
formulas and statistical tablesFrom the Back CoverLearn to:Grasp the core concepts and
principles of business statisticsMake sense of problems and processes common to the world of
global business and economicsScore your highest in your business statistics courseMake
sound business decisions and produce powerful reportsBusiness Statistics For Dummies tracks



to a typical business statistics course and offers clear, practical explanations of statistical ideas,
techniques, formulas, and calculations. Many real-life examples show how these concepts apply
to the world of global business and economics. If you're studying business at the university level
or you're a professional looking for a desk reference on this complicated topic, Business
Statistics For Dummies has you covered.Statistics 101  get an introduction to probability,
sampling techniques and sampling distributions, and drawing conclusions from dataPictures tell
the story  find out how to use several types of charts and graphs to visualize the most important
properties of a data setTake the pain out of probability  discover the lowdown on generating
outcomes, types of probabilities, and rules of probabilityHave confidence  draw conclusions
from samples with the confidence interval, testing hypotheses about population means, analysis
of variance, and testing hypotheses about population variancesOpen the book and find:The use
of statistics in daily lifeSampling techniques and sampling distributionsMethods for finding the
mean of a data setBinomial, geometric, and Poisson distributionsThe scoop on t-
distributionRegression analysis and forecastingErrors that arise in statistical analysisKey
formulas and statistical tablesAbout the AuthorAlan Anderson, PhD is a teacher of finance,
economics, statistics, and math at Fordham and Fairfield universities as well as at
Manhattanville and Purchase colleges. Outside of the academic environment he has many years
of experience working as an economist, risk manager, and fixed income analyst. Alan received
his PhD in economics from Fordham University, and an M.S. in financial engineering from
Polytechnic University.Read more
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Richardjf, “Good book for clear explanations. I bought this book to supplement my university
course's textbooks. Business Statistics for Dummies has been a good buy for explaining, in an
easy to understand way, the confusing sections in my official texts. For me, that has been
multiple regression.The coverage of this book closely coincides with my other texts - not exactly,
but acceptably close. The biggest strength of this book is the easily understood explanations. It
feels like a straightforward story unfolding before my eyes.Very good book. I feel much more
confident with the material after reading this book.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Very helpful!. This has saved me a few times in my class! Doesn’t
appear to have a section on quality control, but everything else has been helpful.”

Erica, “Good buy. Never really needed it had good explanations”

LGBuckeye1, “It makes difficult concepts a bit easier to understand.. I like the book. Used it to
understand business statistics.”

Daphne King, “Four Stars. It's easy to read & understand.”

kateisaredhead, “Buy it!. My daughter purchased this before starting her stats class in college.
She was very concerned since she heard the class was difficult. She's getting an A+ in the
class, in no small part due to reading this book before starting the course.”

shennekia, “its helpful. This book puts business stats in the simplest form. I like it so far. We'll just
have to wait to see if I actually pass this course :)”

Al Gianquinto, “This book is very useful. I was able to understand statistics. This book is very
useful. I was able to understand statistics, from learning core concepts of statistics and
understand the value it has to my job.”

Mr David N Owen, “Five Stars. Excellent book for beginners”

Meredith, “Great for university business statistics. Really helped me get through my course.
Breaks down material so it is easier to understand.”

The book by Ray Bradbury has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 205 people have provided feedback.
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